
How a large Indian
conglomerate is building
a Rewards Tech
Ecosystem for 17,000
Employees with
Compport.



Life Before
Compport

• This Indian conglomerate has around
13 different businesses, each one with
its own niche compensation needs,
different HR teams and stakeholders.

• The compensation process was
lengthy and usually took months of
prep work on spreadsheets by
multiple HR teams.

• There was a huge effort on
simulation, budget control and
management & analytics to support
the decision making process. 
Yet, the process lacked centralized
control, audit trails on workflow
approvals and a summarized version
of what was happening across the
company in terms of Rewards
Planning. 



Life with
Compport

Compport Prevailed.

• While the group evolved a unique 
 guideline across the company,
Compport enabled them to embed this
philosophy with a common tool to
harmonize the process across the
group of companies.

• Compport was able to meet some of
the local legacy issues with ease.

The Biggest Challenge 

Some businesses were way ahead in
their design philosophy, others could
not reverse legacy systems all of a
sudden. 

With a transitional approach, Compport
enabled them to shift to a common
philosophy gradually. 



Life with
Compport

Happier Teams perform better.

• The promoters were hugely satisfied to
see the ease of working with Compport
to get a consolidated picture of their
multi million dollar wage bill in one
snapshot. This was both in terms of
immediate cashflow on salary increase
and bonus payouts and an overall growth
in the recurring salary bill.

• Many of the group companies were able
to cascade the comp planning process to
multiple line of managers which was
done manually with the HODs during
physical meetings via excel.

• Compliance audits on compensation
was a tedious exercise to share many
mail trails and excel spreadsheets, which
was replaced by a central repository of
every action taken by different
stakeholders and every penny is now
accounted for on a single platform.



Compport
Value Adds

• Earned the Promotors' trust
and satisfaction:

Compport enabled the organization
to create solid and enhanced trust
amongst Promoters and gave them
satisfaction on utilization of a
mammoth wage bill. 

BU Leadership felt a lot of control
on the comp processes as they are
not only making decisions at ease
but have full visibility of its impact
on the organization upfront.

• Centralized control yet
diversified: 

Compport helped the Rewards
team(s) to achieve that right
balance of COE vs HRBP model that
most of the companies aspire to
create, specially on the
compensation processes.



Compport
Value Adds

• A big push to talent retention
strategy: 
Pay being the critical decision in talent
attraction and retention strategy for every
company, Compport provided a platform
that gave a big push to the organization in
this Talent journey.

• Reducing the stress on HR: 
The centralized HR team as well as the BU
HR teams felt that the complete process
squeezed into just 30 days as against few
months gave a lot of stress free time that
they can now utilize in defining and
managing other HR strategic interventions
for their talent.

• Beginning of “Total rewards”
philosophy: 
This first step of automating the merit,
bonus and retention bonus processes, has
shifted the traditional comp management to
a consolidated Total Rewards journey and
now aim to make it a solid proposition for
the employees.



To Explore
More
Schedule a
Demo

We are on a mission to
Transform Rewards.
From Cost Center to
Growth Center


